Industrial Chiller:
Industrial Reaction Kettle  Cooling Chemical Industrial  Pharmacy Industrial

Air Cooled

Water cooled Chiller

Evaporator:

For different temperature with different type, regarding the casing material, we have normal sheet casing, stainless steel casing and aluminum casing with blue fins and smooth and inner groove type copper tube for high efficiency.

Condenser:
Air cooled condenser, water cooled condenser and evaporative condenser.
Features:
Cabinet is steel plate with plastic spray, corrosion proof and pleasant looking.
Mechanically expanded pipes with aluminum fins good heat transfer performance.

Solar Powered Cold Room

Cold Room which is powered by Solar Panel located at the top of the Unit. You can economize or maximize your area, as you can position the unit over the other which is very economical and the Solar Technology that reduces power cost and more energy savings.
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